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Noted Zionist Apologist Alan Dershowitz Brags About Jewish Power
Internationally acclaimed, Israeli musician, Gilad Atzmon, has written an intriguing piece about Jewish power as revealed by
Zionist gadfly, Professor Alan Dershowitz (who has even attacked We Hold These Truths for our actions for peace and justice in
Palestine (see "Revisiting 'Would Jesus Concur or Weep?' or, Who's Right: Alan, Bob, or Henry?"). Be sure to watch Dershowitz'
one minute revelation. [Ed.TEC]
Alan Dershowitz - The Key To Athens
by Gilad Atzmon
In his recent address to the ultra-Zionist and war-mongering Stand With Us, Alan Dershowitz said; ?people say Jews are too
powerful, too strong, too rich, we control the media, we've too much this, too much that and we often apologetically deny our
strength and our power. Don't do that!?
Elder Zionist Dershowitz who acquired for himself the reputation of a ?remarkable liar? (Chomsky) and a ?serial plagiarist?
(Finkelstein) probably decided, just before he meets his creator, to give truth one last try.

In our world, no one can deny that Jews are ?too powerful,? ?too rich? or that they ?control the media.? Yet no one can ignore that
Jews themselves are rarely apologetic about their extensive and overblown power. In fact, as with Dershowitz, most Jews tend to
boast about the various facets of Jewish domination and, while boasting, use every trick in the book to silence anyone else who
points to that power. As I have been arguing for several years, Jewish power is the ability to suppress the discussion on Jewish
power.
Actually, Dershowitz' approach here is rather refreshing. He admits that Jews are overwhelmingly powerful yet insists on presenting
a rationale as to why Jews should never apologize about this overbearing and abusive power.
?WE (the Jews, presumably) have earned the right to influence public debate, WE have earned the right to be heard, WE have
contributed disproportionately to success of this country.?
One may wonder who is included in that?WE' that has contributed so much to the ?success' of America. Is he referring to his client
and close friend Jeffrey Epstein who pimped under-aged girls for the elites? Does Dershowitz' ?WE' include Alan Greenspan who
led the country to class genocide? Or perhaps his ?WE' denotes all those Wall Street Jewish bankers, like the Goldmans, the Sachs
and the Soroses - those who, on a daily basis, gamble on the American future and the global economy. And almost certainly,
Dershowitz' ?WE' includes Haim Saban and Sheldon Adelson who have managed to reduce American politics into merely an
internal Zionist affair.
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Don't get me wrong, there is no doubt that some Jews have contributed greatly to America's culture, science, finance and so on. Yet,
the notion of the Jewish ?WE,' which Dershowitz is here pushing is highly problematic and must be questioned. While it is obvious
that the Saban and Adelson lobbies for Israel and Jewish interests subscribe to Dershowitz' ?WE,' it is far from clear whether the
likes of Philip Roth have been contributing to American literature as an ordinary American or whether he also is part of the
Dershowitz ?WE.'
It didn't take the old ethnic-cleansing enthusiast long to deliver his punch line. ?Never ever apologize for using our (Jewish) strength
and influencein the interest of peace.?
Considering Dershowitz' role as an advocate of wars and an apologist for a criminal state, I was perplexed by his pronouncement. I
asked myself, ?Who are those Jews who so use their strength and influence in the interest of peace? Is it the Neocon school aka The
Project for the New American Century, an immoral interventionist global-Zionist collective that managed to pull America and the
entire West into a global war with no end? Or maybe it is the ?pacifist' Albert Einstein who practically launched the Manhattan
Project and introduced our planet to the imminent danger of eradication? Or perhaps Dershowitz is referring to Sidney Blumenthal
who enthusiastically lobbied Secretary of State Clinton into a Libyan imperial interventionwhile he himself invested in the
rebuilding of that state. Or is it the Jewish lobby that pushes constantly for intervention in Syria and war with Iran?
I'd better admit that I'm not aware of many Jews who genuinely use their ?influence in the interest of peace,' but when such Jews do
appear, Alan Dershowitz is always the first to throw mud at them - as Norman Finkelstein and Richard Falk can testify.
Like Dershowitz, I don't think Jews should apologize for the crimes of their state - I'm not sure such an apology would mean
anything at all. I don't know whether Jews should apologize for their power - for Greenspan, Wolfowitz, Madoff or Dershowitz again, such an act would mean very little. But I do think thatwhenever you see or hearDershowitz spreading his lies, calling for wars
or celebrating his usual legalist, non-ethical symptoms, bear in mind that he is a spokesperson for the Jewish national project.
Everything that is wrong with choseness and tribal supremacy is personified in this man. As such, Alan Dershowitz is a valuable
window into the heart of Jerusalem, there to remind us how painful the flight from Athens has been.
But at the same time, the rejection of Dershowitz and everything he stands for, is for the Western mind, a homecoming, a key to
Athens, a return to forever.
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